
CALAMINTH TOOK
As usual I’ve primed the miniature in black followed with some grey and white zenithal highlights applied from above:

You can see that I’ve also provided 
some initial basing as described in 
the video series using Vallejo’s Dark 
Earth Basing paste and some cork 

rocks:

I’m starting by painting the eyes with an off white (Nacar or Deck Tan etc..) then using some black for the pu-
pils and surrounding area (this is very optional of course because they’re barely visible in reality!):  

I’m then mixing a Caucasian skin base tone using the Scalecolor Artists paints (Pink and Golden Flesh, Primary 
Red, Black) - Bugman’s Glow or something similar would also be fine:



Next I’m painting the hair where I’m blending some Black, Red Leather, and Orange Leather to create a bit of 
variation and volume:

Once dry I might add a few prelimi-
nary highlights:



I’ve applied a couple of layers here 
for an opaque finish: I’m now using the shadow tone to place my shadows:

I’m then creating my highlight tone 
using Caspian Blue mixed with a lit-

tle Irati Green:

You could use the shadow tone as 
your base colour then highlight up, 
but I’ve chosen to mix a dark mid-

tone for my base colour instead:

Next I’m painting the cloak where I’m first mixing a shadow tone using a 
roughly 3:2 mix of Abyssal Blue (3) and Ardennes Green (2):



I might push these highlights a little 
further later on, but this is fine for 

now.

Next I’ve chosen to paint the inner 
top, as well as the apron using a 
roughly equal mix of Graphite and 

Birch:

And here I’m adding the highlight 
tone to place my highlights:



I’m now adding some highlights 
with the addition of some White 

Sands:

This just gives us a nice warm pale 
grey tone to serve as the base for a 

“white” finish:



I didn’t go quite as far as using pure 
White Sands:

I’m now painting the red tunic using Deep Red which I’m darkening with 
a little Black for the shadowed recesses, and I’ll be adding Aldebaran Red 

for the areas of highlight:

You could once again provide a solid base tone first then highlight up if you like, or place some initial values in 
straight away along with a little wet blending as I’m doing:



  
For the ties across the chest I’m 
using Brown Leather mixed with 

Black:

I’m then highlighting these with the 
Brown Leather:

Here I’m using some Black to pro-
vide some dark lining - even if it’s a 

little scrappy to begin with:



For the dress I’ve chosen a mid tone of Brown Leather mixed with Gobi 
Brown, with some Black mixed in for the shadows, and some Orange 

Leather mixed in for the highlights:

And I’m now using Gobi Brown for 
the buttons followed with a little ti-

dying up:



        
I’ve also used the same colours for 

the club:

And the shoes can just be a very 
dark brown (they won’t be visible 

once the grass is down anyway):

I’m now going to highlight the skin, initially using the Pink and Golden Skin tones, then lightened up with Vanilla 
White, and I might add some Primary Red for places like the nose, cheeks, and lips:



Here I’m glazing a more reddish hue 
over the mid tones of the cheeks:

I managed to add an expressive 
eyebrow:

I’m now returning to push the high-
lights in the hair:

And I’m mixing in some Tenere Yel-
low for the brighter highlights:



Next I’m brightening the buttons with some Sahara Yellow and Tenere Yellow, although because there’s no 
room to manoeuvre you could just hit them with any bright yellow tone you like:

And I’m also brightening the red up to pure Aldebaran Red:



And I went just a little brighter with 
the highlights on the cloak by add-

ing some Tenere Yellow:

Here I’m adding some additional black lining, and I’m also providing some rough highlights for the club:

I’m now freely mixing some mud 
splatter tones for the lower rim of 

the garments:



And I couldn’t resist dirtying up the 
apron:

Next I’m providing a light dry brush for the ground followed with some Agrax Earthshade, and I’m painting the 
rocks grey:



And this completes Calaminth Took!

And I’m glazing a final bit of red into 
some of the areas of skin:I’m now adding some grass tufts by Gamers Grass:





PAINT LIST

Nacar (SC)
Black (SC)

Golden Flesh (SC)
Pink Flesh (SC)

Primary Red (SC)
Vanilla White (SC)

Art Black (SC)
Black (SC)

Red Leather (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)
Ardennes Green (SC)

Abyssal Blue (SC)
Irati Green (SC)

Caspian Blue (SC)
Graphite (SC)

Birch (SC)
White Sands (SC)

Deep Red (SC)
Aldebaran Red (SC)
Brown Leather (SC)

Gobi Brown (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)
Sahara Yellow (SC)

Agrax Earthshade (GW)

GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color, VGC = Vallejo Game Color, S = Schmincke, DR = Daler Rowney, 
SW = Secret Weapon


